We describe and review progress towards a global strategy that aims to extend the sensitivity, dynamic range, comprehensiveness, and throughput of proteomic measurements for microbial systems based upon the use of polypeptide accurate mass tags (AMTs) produced by global protein enzymatic digestions. The two-stage strategy exploits high accuracy mass measurements using Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICR) to validate polypeptide AMTs for a specific organism, from potential mass tags tentatively identified using tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), providing the basis for subsequent measurements without the need for routine MS/MS. A high-resolution capillary liquid chromatography separation combined with high sensitivity, and high-resolution accurate FTICR measurements is shown to be capable of characterizing polypeptide mixtures of more than 10 5 components, sufficient for broad protein identification using AMTs. Advantages of the approach include the high confidence of protein identification, its broad proteome coverage, and the capability for stable-isotope labeling methods for precise relative protein abundance measurements. The strategy has been initially evaluated using the microorganisms Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Deinococcus radiodurans. Additional developments, including the use of multiplexed-MS/MS capabilities and methods for dynamic range expansion of proteome measurements that promise to further extend the quality of proteomics measurements, are also described.
INTRODUCTION T
egy, in which peptides were separated using cation exchange LC in the first dimension into 15 fractions, which were subsequently separated by reverse-phase LC, for a total of .25 hrs for analysis of each fraction. This work demonstrated the potential for broad proteome coverage based upon the analysis of highly complex polypeptide mixtures. However, this approach leaves much to be desired in terms of speed, sensitivity, comprehensiveness, confidence of protein identifications, and the quantitative utility of the measurement method.
Here we describe and review progress towards a global proteomics strategy that aims to provide large improvements in sensitivity, dynamic range, comprehensiveness, and throughput based upon the use of polypeptide accurate mass tags (AMTs). The two-stage strategy exploits a single high-resolution capillary LC separation combined with Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICR) MS to validate polypeptide AMTs for a specific organism, tissue, or cell type (and often generated from potential mass tags from MS/MS analyses), and provides the basis for second-stage high-throughput studies using only AMTs obtained using FTICR. Key attractions of the approach include the feasibility of completely automated high-confidence protein identification, extensive proteome coverage, and the capability for exploiting stable-isotope labeling methods for high-precision abundance measurements.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample processing
Yeast and Deinococcus radiodurans were cultured in appropriate media, and harvested by centrifugation at 10,000g at 4°C. Deinococcus R1 was cultured on a TGY media containing 0.5% tryptone, 0.3% yeast extract, and 0.1% glucose. For the extraction of proteins after harvest, Deinococcal cells were washed three times with PBS and then lysed by bead beating using three 1-min cycles, allowing a 5-min cool down on ice between cycles. Similarly, yeast cells were resuspended and washed three times with 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate and 5 mM EDTA (pH 8.4), and then lysed by bead beating using three 1-min cycles, allowing a 5-min cool down on ice between cycles.
Prior to LC/MS analysis, the protein samples were denatured and reduced by the addition of guanidineHCl (6 M) and dithiothreitol (1 mM), respectively, boiled for 5 min and digested using sequencing grade modified trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI; trypsin/protein, 1:50, w/w) at 37°C for 16 h. MS studies (not shown) indicated that digestion was complete for most detected proteins based upon trypsin cleavage specificity (i.e., C-terminal of Lys and Arg residues), although some proteins displayed up to four missed cleavages, consistent with their greater stability. Such incomplete digestion products were explicitly included in the data analysis and did not significantly affect results.
High-efficiency capillary LC-FTICR MS of protein digests
We used both 5,000 and 10,000 psi reverse phase packed capillary (150 mm i.d. 3 360 mm o.d. fused silica, Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ; 5 mm C18, 300-Å pores, Phenomenex, Torrance, CA) LC separations to obtain peak capacities of up to 1,000, significantly increasing the effective dynamic range and sensitivity of MS measurements (Shen et al., 2001b) . The 11.4-tesla FTICR MS developed at our laboratory used an electrospray ionization (ESI) interface comprised of a heated metal capillary inlet, an electrodynamic ion funnel (Belov et al., 2000a; Kim et al., 2000) , and three radiofrequency quadrupoles for collisional ion focusing and highly efficient ion accumulation and transport to the cylindrical ICR cell for analysis (Belov et al., 2000b (Belov et al., , 2001c . FTICR simultaneously provides high sensitivity, resolution, dynamic range, and mass measurement accuracy (MMA) for large numbers of peptides Marshall et al., 1998; Shen et al., 2001b) . Mass spectra were acquired with , 10 5 resolution. To obtain the desired 1 ppm MMA, a program that uses the multiple charge states (e.g., 2 1 , 3 1 ) produced by ESI for many protonated polypeptides (Bruce et al., 2000) was applied, followed by the use of lock masses (i.e., confidently known species that serve as effective internal calibrants) for each spectrum derived from commonly occurring polypeptides that were identified with high confidence from a single capillary LC separation (for each organism) using FTICR MS/MS accurate mass measurements. In addition to the MS/MS measure-ACCURATE MASS TAGS FOR HIGH-THROUGHPUT MICROBIAL PROTEOMICS ments using FTICR, large numbers of polypeptides were tentatively identified from D. radiodurans using multiple capillary LC separations with a conventional ion trap MS (LCQ, ThermoFinnigan Corp.) using data-dependent MS/MS analyses and the SEQUEST identification program (Yates et al., 1995) searching against a genome sequence-derived data base. A multi-run MS/MS strategy (Spahr et al., 2000) was used to segment mass to charge (m/z) ranges and increase the number of peptide potential mass tags (PMTs), using the search/identification program SEQUEST and a minimum cross correlation score of 2. These analyses identified large numbers of polypeptide PMTs, of which , 70% were then validated as AMTs based upon the detection of a species having the predicted mass for the PMT to ,1 ppm at the corresponding elution time in the FTICR analysis. This automated process increases the confidence for polypeptide identifications and allows the validated AMTs to be used in subsequent experiments without the need for MS/MS.
Quantitation based on stable-isotope labeling
For hydrogen peroxide stress studies, D. radiodurans was cultured on TGY media until mid-log phase and H 2 O 2 was added to a final concentration of 60 uM, incubated for 2 h, and harvested. Cells cultured in 15 N-labeled media (Bioexpress, Cambridge Isotopes; Conrads et al., 2000a) were harvested at mid-log phase. 15 N-cultured and H 2 O 2 ( 14 N)-stressed D. radiodurans were mixed, processed, and analyzed as described above. The two versions of each peptide AMT, differing in mass by the number of nitrogen atoms, allowed the pair to be identified in an automated fashion with high confidence. 14 N / 15 N-metabolic labeling was also combined with a commercially available Cys-affinity tag, iodoacetyl-PEO-biotin, to derivatize and isolate Cys-polypeptides, similar to the ICAT approach described by Gygi et al. (1999a) . Iodoacetyl-PEO-biotin was added to an estimated fivefold excess of the number of Cys residues and incubated while stirring for 90 min in the dark. The iodoacetyl-PEO-biotin-derivatized sample was desalted into 100 mM NH 4 HCO 3 , 5 mM EDTA, pH 8.4, and digested with trypsin (1:50 enzyme/protein ratio) overnight at 37°C. After boiling for 5 min, the samples were loaded onto an avidin column and washed with five bed volumes of 50 mM NH 4 HCO 3 (pH 8.4). The bound Cys-polypeptides were eluted using 30% acetonitrile with 0.4% trifluoroacetic acid.
Data-dependent FTICR multiplexed-MS/MS
Data-dependent control was accomplished using the Odyssey data station coupled with an ancillary PC. The Odyssey data station was used to provide the experiment scripts (i.e., to control and generate all of the timing signals, potentials, and the transistor-transistor-logic [TTL] trigger signals). The combined capillary LC-FTICR experiment consisted of continuous repetition of two acquisitions: MS followed by MS/MS. During the MS acquisition, the PC was triggered to acquire raw data in parallel with the data station via a National Instruments 6070E Analog IO card. The ICR-2LS program converted the time domain raw data to an m/z spectrum during the experiment and rapidly generated an appropriate ion isolation waveform and ion excitation waveform, which were then downloaded to a National Instruments DAQ 5411 arbitrary waveform generator. Prior to the subsequent MS/MS acquisition, this arbitrary waveform generator was triggered by a TTL signal from the data station to isolate the selected precursor ions and (optionally) activate them during the CID step. After the acquisition, ICR-2LS processed the data based upon a series of user predefined processing steps. A log file, containing a list of selected parent ion masses and excitation parameters, was created for each LC-FTICR MS/MS analysis. The dynamic exclusion option (a user-defined signal intensity exclusion threshold) was used to prevent reacquisition of tandem mass spectra of ions for which an MS/MS spectrum has already been acquired during a given chromatographic time period (e.g., 1 min). This functionality allows for maximization of the number of peptides that can be identified in a single LC run by reducing the redundant fragmentation, thus further enhancing the throughput for multiplexed-MS/MS analysis. For multiplexed-MS/MS experiments, in addition to the generation of the waveform for isolation of multiple parent ions, multiple frequency irradiation waveforms were generated for dissociation as a superposition of the individual excitation waveforms.
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FTICR MS/MS data analysis and database searching
Analysis of the large data sets arising from capillary RPLC FTICR experiments was performed in an automated fashion using ICR-2LS. Time domain signals were apodized (Hanning) and zero-filled twice before fast Fourier transform to produce mass spectra. Isotopic distributions and charge states in the mass spectra were deconvolved. The accurate molecular weight values of the parent ions and of the fragments were used for the database search. The D. radiodurans-predicted protein database was derived from genome sequence data (downloaded from ftp://ftp.tigr.org/pub/data/d_radiodurans/). The measured mass for each parent species was then searched against all masses for species on this list of possible tryptic digestion products, resulting in a set of candidates for each parent species. The subsequent search for the MS/MS data was performed using only a set of predicted fragment ion species originating from the possible candidate peptides. The list of possible fragment species for the candidates included all of the "b," "y," and "a" mode ion fragments as well as product ions corresponding to the loss of water or ammonia from these fragments. For all candidates, possible fragment masses were computed and compared to the list of masses from the LC multiplexed-MS/MS data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our strategy for proteome analysis is based upon a combination of instrumental and methodological advances that provides broad coverage, high sensitivity, and the capability for greatly increased throughput compared with conventional technologies. After initial cell lysis, the recovered proteins are cleaved into polypeptide fragments (e.g., using trypsin) to produce tens to hundreds of potentially detectable polypeptides from each protein, and perhaps 10 5 to .10 6 in total (depending upon proteome complexity and the dynamic range of the measurements). This complex peptide mixture is then analyzed by combined highresolution capillary LC-FTICR mass spectrometry. Variations on sample preparation that we have explored, among the many possible, to date include the use of Cysteine-labeling that incorporates a biotin affinity tag for isolation of the Cys-polypeptides using immobilized avidin column chromatography (Gygi et al., 2000; Conrads et al., 2001) , and the incorporation of stable-isotope labeling, either by culturing in 15 N-labeled media or in conjunction with the Cys-peptide labeling ). The capillary LC-FTICR analysis can be preceded by additional sample fractionation to both simplify the analysis and potentially provide additional information on peptide composition (e.g., as in the use of ion exchange chromatography), thus allowing more complex proteomes to be studied in greater detail. However, our initial aim has been to optimize proteome coverage for the use of a single separation step so as to increase overall throughput. Additionally, every additional separation stage irrevocably leads to peptide losses and increases overall sample requirements.
Capillary LC-FTICR measurements of complex global protein digests
The extent of proteome coverage depends substantially on the achievable dynamic range of the MS measurements, which in turn depends significantly upon the resolution (or peak capacity) of the separation steps preceding MS analyses. The number of potentially detectable polypeptides from LC-FTICR measurements is the product of the capillary LC peak capacity (which can be as high as 1,000 in a one-dimensional separation [Shen et al., 2001b] ) and the maximum number of peptides detectable per spectrum. In practice, the obtainable peak capacity (in terms of the number of measurable peaks) for a single FTICR mass spectrum is almost always limited by FTICR trap charge (ion) capacity and the dynamic range of each spectrum (to , 10 3 ) rather than by the MS resolution, but can potentially be as high as , 10 5 based upon the charge capacity of the FTICR trap (, 10 7 for our 11.4-tesla FTICR) and the minimum number of charges that give rise to a detectable signal (, 30 with S/N.3) when the discrete isotopic peaks present for each species are considered. We have measured the masses of hundreds of peptides in a single mass spectrum during LC-FTICR analyses. The average number of polypeptides that can potentially be detected at any point in a separation can be further increased by improvements in experimental dynamic range, as described below.
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Thus, the theoretical number of detectable species of the combined LC-FTICR approach is ~10 6 and can potentially exceed 10 7 . It is worth noting, however, that the number of distinguishable species in each spectrum is a function of resolution, mass measurement accuracy (MMA) and the MS spectral space, and exceeds 10 6 due to the high resolution obtainable. Although difficult to quantify at the present time, it is obvious that the more the number of distinguishable species exceeds the number of detected species, the better will be the level of confidence in the identifications that results. The number of distinguishable species in the combined LC-FTICR analysis is presently , 10 7 and could potentially exceed 10 8 if precise elution time information could be effectively used.
To evaluate the complexity of polypeptide mixtures that can be addressed, we used trypsin to digest the soluble proteins from yeast grown to mid-log phase. A 10-microgram sample was separated by a gradient reverse phase LC separation in a 85-cm long capillary packed with C-18 bonded 3-mm particles that achieved a peak capacity of , 1,000. The online ESI-FTICR analysis consisted of , 1,200 high-resolution MS, or an average of approximately two spectra for the narrowest LC peaks. Figure 1 shows a capillary LC-FTICR total ion current (TIC) chromatogram reconstructed from the ESI-FTICR mass spectra where data collection began 30 min after sample injection, and the separation was completed in , 3 h. A high-efficiency separation with symmetric peaks was obtained throughout the elution using the conditions optimized for ESI-MS, and where many minor (low abundance) species were resolved from their neighboring major (high abundance) components. This high-efficiency separation was obtained using a simple connection of a replaceable emitter (electrospray tip) to the column outlet through a narrow bore (150 mm 3 1 mm channel) union, which also allowed convenient replacement of ESI emitters. The excellent peak shapes and the sensitive MS detection (.100,000 detected putative polypeptides) support our belief that proper selection of the mobile phases is desirable for maintaining both separation and ESI efficiency.
Examples illustrating the qualities of the separation and the mass spectrometry are shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2A shows a typical single spectrum with insets showing exploded views of several regions of the spectrum. Figure 2B shows a very narrow range (m/z 972.515-972.535) reconstructed ion chromatogram, where a number of both high-and low-abundance peaks eluted in this small m/z window during the separation. The power of the approach, however, is that this quality of information is obtained over a wide m/z range. Figure 2B also demonstrates the excellent peak shapes typically obtained. High-quality separations are of enormous importance for proteomics, since the detection methodology always places the ultimate limitations on the sample complexity and/or dynamic range that can be addressed. More abundant polypeptides were typically observed to elute over three to five spectra (one acquisition requires 5.7 sec), while minor components were observed to elute over only one to two spectra. Using an average peak width at the base of 25 sec, the chromatographic peak capacity (for a resolution of unity) corresponds to , 650 (1.5 3 180 3 60/25) under our ESI-FTICR analysis conditions. Using a shorter spectrum acquisition time of 2.5 seconds, a chromatographic peak capacity of , 1,000 has been achieved (Shen et al., 2001b) . Figure 3 shows the typical data quality for a portion of the reconstructed LC chromatogram for a 3-m/z unit range and the mass spectra for the elution times of several peaks.
The combined effective resolving power supplied by the capillary LC-FTICR 2D separation is critical when utilizing accurately measured masses (e.g., a mass measurement accuracy of ,1 ppm) to directly identify polypeptides. Extremely high resolving power of this type of 2D separation can be achieved using the combination of high-efficiency capillary LC with high-resolution FTICR. Due to the orthogonal relationship between capillary RPLC and FTICR, the combined peak capacity of 2D capillary LC-FTICR analyses was estimated at 6 3 10 7 , providing the highest 2D separation capability of any technique yet reported (Shen et al., 2001a,b) . Figure 4 shows the detected polypeptide masses as discrete spots; however, neither the accuracy of the mass measurements nor peak intensities can be adequately conveyed by such a figure. More than 110,000 different species were detected in this analysis. If one assumes an average of 4 sec per MS/MS spectrum, at least 180 h would be required for characterization of the detected species, a factor of .30 difference, corresponding to the increased throughput provided by the AMT strategy.
It must be noted that although FTICR can supply a resolving power of , 10 5 species, this power by itself is not sufficient to resolve the extremely complex mixtures of cellular polypeptides. For example, .6,000 proteins are predicted to be potentially expressed by the yeast genome, which can yield .350,000 SMITH ET AL. different tryptic polypeptides, and , 195,000 having masses of 500-5,000. Even if only , 20% of the , 6,000 proteins are expressed under a specific set of conditions, an ideal tryptic digestion would conceivably yield , 40,000 different polypeptides, and a much larger number if modified and incompletely digested polypeptides are also considered. Many polypeptides will yield multiple charge states (e.g., 2 1 , 3 1 ) following ESI, with each charge state comprising multiple isotopic peaks. Complexity of this type is illustrated in Figure  2B , which shows more than 20 peaks evident in a very narrow m/z range (0.02 Dalton) and having apparent LC retention factor differences of as little as 0.006, and that would be difficult to resolve using low-efficiency separations. Such complexity can result in the need for even greater FTICR resolving power and/or higher-efficiency separations prior to FTICR. While FTICR resolution can be increased, typically at the cost of an increase in the spectrum acquisition time or magnetic field strength, along with a more significant increase in the data storage requirements, the ion trap capacity issues mentioned above still impose the greatest limits on overall dynamic range. In practice, the need to address greater levels of complexity will strongly depend on the achievable dynamic range of proteome measurements, and will likely involve the use of additional separation stages.
The dynamic range of capillary LC-FTICR mass spectrometry analyses
As shown by the example in Figure 5 , the dynamic range obtainable in a single FTICR mass spectrum exceeds 10 3 . The most highly abundant polypeptide eluted over 13 spectra, while low-abundance polypep- tides often elute over only a single spectrum. Therefore, the effective dynamic range for detection of polypeptides can approach , 10 4 if they have the same ionization or detection efficiency, just on this basis. Furthermore, if one's aim is protein identification, then a significant (perhaps 10-fold) increase in effective dynamic range will result due to the variable electrospray ionization or detection efficiency for different polypeptide sequences. This variation in overall detection efficiency is evident in the analysis of unseparated tryptic digest mixtures where polypeptide fragments, for many possible reasons, differ greatly in their signal intensities compared to their nominally expected equimolar abundances. More important, however, is the ion accumulation process used with FTICR trap. Ion introduction from ESI, transfer through the ion funnel, and into the external ion accumulation trap region are more efficient when ion production rates are lower since repulsive space charge effects are lower. Although we have not yet quantified this effect, it is clear that achievable sensitivity is greatly improved for low abundance peaks that are chromatographically separated from high-abundance peaks. This contribution likely accounts for at least an order of magnitude increase in dynamic range, and can potentially be much greater if ion bias effects that result from overfilling of the ion accumulation region can be mitigated (Belov et al., 2001b,d) . Upon consideration of these factors, we estimate that the dynamic range currently achieved is approximately 10 4 to 10 5 (Shen et al., 2001a) , and believe that an order of magnitude further gain is achievable if unbiased ion accumulation can be achieved. In this regard, we have previously noted that continuous external accumulation of ions between transfers to the FTICR trap would increase the ion accumulation times at least fivefold, potentially providing an equivalent gain in dynamic range if the quadrupole accumulation region was not over-filled, and could potentially increase the dynamic range of FTICR analysis to as much as 10 6 . Of course, many issues (e.g., contaminants, background signals from low levels of ion dissociation) can prevent this from being realized. We have directed considerable effort to achieving an extended dynamic range for proteome measurements. As can be seen from the above discussion, the dynamic range of a single FTICR mass spectrum is limited by the charge capacities of both the external ion accumulation region and of the FTICR analyzer trap. As noted earlier, the useful charge capacity of the external accumulation quadrupole trap is on the order of 10 7 charges if undesirable effects due to overfilling are to be avoided. These combined effects include bias due to charge stratification in the accumulation quadrupole and coalescence of closely spaced m/z ion packets in the FTICR trap. Improvements in the ESI source design and use of an electrodynamic ion funnel now allow currents of .1 nA of analytically useful ions to be transmitted to the ion accumulation region. This corresponds to , 10 10 charges/sec, a factor of , 10 3 in excess of the ion population than can currently be analyzed by FTICR in a single spectrum even if only a 20% transfer efficiency is assumed with the present 11.4-tesla magnetic field instrument. Our efforts have thus been directed towards establishing a routinely useful active dynamic range enhancement capability, in which the information from a proceeding spectrum is used to remove the high abundance species in an RF-only quadrupole just prior to the ion accumulation quadrupole region. In this fashion, every other spectrum would dig deeper into the proteome and provide more information on lower abundance species. While the overall dynamic range potentially achievable with this approach should significantly exceed 10 6 , its practical utility remains to be fully demonstrated.
DREAMS FTICR mass spectrometry for expanded dynamic range proteome measurements
The range of peptide (or protein) concentrations of interest in proteomic measurements can vary more than six orders of magnitude and include .10 5 components. When analyzed in conjunction with capillary LC separations, both the total ion production rate from ESI and the complexity of the mixture at any point can vary by more than two orders of magnitude. This temporal variation in ion production rate and spec- tral complexity constitutes a major challenge for proteome analyses. For example, the elution of highly abundant peptides can restrict the detection of lower-level coeluting peptides, since the dynamic range presently achieved in a single spectrum is , 10 3 . If the ion accumulation time is optimized for the most abundant peaks, the accumulation trap will not be filled to capacity during the elution of lower abundance components, and the overall experimental dynamic range will be significantly constrained. If, however, longer accumulation times are used, the conditions conventionally used result in an overfilling of the external accumulation trap in many cases, which will be manifested by biased accumulation or extensive activation and dissociation. Thus, we have attempted to develop methods that avoid or minimize the undesired artifacts associated with overfilling the external accumulation trap, and thus effectively expand the dynamic range of measurements .
A more generally useful approach to dynamic range expansion involves the use of ion ejection from a linear quadrupole device external to the FTICR that is accomplished by resonant rf-only dipolar excitation (Belov et al., 2001a) . The effective removal of the major species from a spectrum allows the lower abundance species to be accumulated for extended periods, resulting in an increase in the dynamic range. This dynamic range enhancement applied to mass spectrometry (DREAMS) approach thus provides the basis for a significant gain in the coverage of proteomic measurements.
The DREAMS methodology involves acquisition of sets of mass spectra during the non-selective accumulation, in which each spectrum is followed by software-controlled selective rf-only ejection of the most abundant species prior to external accumulation (for the next spectrum immediately following the non-selective normal spectrum). We initially evaluated the data-dependent selective external ion ejection with a SMITH ET AL.
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FIG. 4. Two-dimensional display of a capillary LC-FTICR analysis in which .110,000 putative polypeptides were detected form a tryptic digest of soluble yeast proteins. The inset shows detail for a limited mass and time segment from a region of high density indicated by the dashed box. Within the inset, spot size has been adjusted to show highly abundant species as larger spots.
mixture of peptides and then applied the DREAMS approach for the characterization of a global yeast proteome tryptic digest (Belov et al., 2001a) . Figure 6 shows typical mass spectra acquired with these two alternating sequences. The most abundant species detected in the first acquisition were selectively ejected on the fly in the selection quadrupole prior to trapping the lower abundance species in the accumulation quadrupole for the subsequent spectrum acquisition (Fig. 6B) . Removing the most abundant ion species in the selection quadrupole thus allowed accumulation of lower abundance species (not evident in the mass spectrum in Fig. 6A ). Following the selective ejection of the most abundant species, a nonselective accumulation mass spectrum was again acquired (Fig. 6C) , primarily showing the same species as in Figure 6A . This indicates that, in this case, the peptide with a monoisotopic mass of 1098.75 continued eluting from the LC column and was still the primary contributor to space charge effects in the accumulation quadrupole. Examination of the mass spectra acquired using the automated DREAMS data-dependent selective external ion accumulation showed that the experimental mass resolution during actual LC separation for rf-only ion ejection from the selection quadrupole was in the range of 30-50, depending on m/z.
In the initial demonstration of the DREAMS, the FTICR method generated two data sets comprising spectra detected after the nonselective and selective DREAMS accumulations. In order to evaluate our approach these data sets were processed and compared with a data set acquired in a separate capillary LC-FTICR analysis using only the standard nonselective external ion accumulation method. Throughout the LC runs, the intensities of the most abundant ion species were found to vary by approximately two orders of magnitude (consistent with variation in a chromatogram obtained using UV detection). The results obtained for the two data sets acquired using alternating sequences in one LC-FTICR run (i.e., the nonselective and DREAMS-selective external ion trapping) were compared with the number of putative peptides identified in a separate LC run using the nonselective external ion accumulation. It was found that the number of peptides detected with the alternating sequences (30,771 after subtraction of species detected in both) was greater by about 35% than that acquired using the nonselective ion accumulation (22,664). The same methodology was subsequently applied with data-dependent selective ion ejection of the two and three most abundant ion species. A 40% increase in the number of peptides was achieved when combining the nonselec- tive ion accumulation with data-dependent selective ion ejection of the three most abundant ion species (Belov et al., 2001a) .
We have initially implemented the DREAMS approach with high-performance capillary reverse phase HPLC separations and high-magnetic field electrospray ionization FTICR mass spectrometry for obtaining more comprehensive quantitative measurements. The high-resolution FTICR mass spectrometric analysis allows the confident assignment of isotopically labeled peptide pairs (corresponding to the two distinctive versions of each peptide), and thus the basis for quantiative measurements when one of the two proteomes in the mixture are perturbed or altered in some fashion. In this work, we ejected up to the 10 most intense peaks in every other spectrum. In a subsequent analysis of a sample derived from a tryptic digest of proteins from mouse B16 cells cultured in both natural isotopic abundance and 15 N-labeled media, we showed that the DREAMS approach allowed assignment of approximately 80% more peptide pairs, providing quantitative information for approximately 18,000 peptide pairs in a single analysis. The observed 80% increase in the number of stable-isotope-labeled peptide pairs is attributed to the detection of lower-level peptides that would otherwise be missed in the current global proteomes analysis approach. The additional peptides detected from the DREAMS analysis represent high quality measurements from which useful quantitative information can be extracted.
Protein identification using AMTs
The power of MS for protein identification derives from the specificity of mass measurements for either the intact polypeptides or their fragments after dissociation from MS/MS measurements, and is implicitly based upon the relatively small number of possible polypeptide sequences for a specific organism compared to the total number of possible sequences (Table 1) . MS/MS measurements provide typically partial sequence determination, and in relatively rare cases complete sequence information, and make a large frac-SMITH ET AL. tion of the , 10 26 possible 20-mer polypeptide sequences distinguishable and potentially identifiable. Thus, highly confident polypeptide identifications using MS/MS methods can often be achieved from only limited sequence data due to the enormously smaller numbers of polypeptides predicted for an organism; for example, only 3,463 different 20-mer polypeptides are predicted from an ideal tryptic digestion of all yeast proteins. The distinctiveness of polypeptide sequences increases with size, but in practice the utility of increased size for identification is mitigated by the increased likelihood that a peptide will be unpredictably modified. Indeed, we have found that exact MW measurements alone have very limited utility for the identification of intact proteins .
Though much smaller than the number of possible sequences, the number of potentially distinguishable polypeptide masses, given sufficient resolution and accuracy, also dwarfs the number of predicted peptides from any organism. For example, the number of potentially distinguishable 30-mer polypeptide masses at high MMA, estimated from the number of possible combinations, is .10 13 , compared to the 494, 1,278, and 3,602 predicted for tryptic digestion of all predicted proteins for D. radiodurans, E. coli, S. cerevisiae (yeast), and C. elegans, respectively. As shown in Table 2 , an ideal tryptic digestion of all yeast proteins would produce 194,239 polypeptides having masses of 500-4,000 Da, the range typically studied by MS. Of these, 34% are unique at 60.5 ppm MMA and can potentially serve as AMTs. (A larger fraction are useful as AMTs if constrained by additional information resulting from any prior sample fractionation steps or the use of LC elution times.) These distinctive polypeptide AMTs would cover 98% and 96.6% of all predicted S. cerevisiae and C. elegans proteins, respectively. The actual number of possible masses is somewhat smaller due to some mass degeneracy. The number of distinguishable polypeptides in actual measurements depends upon the MS resolution.
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c Predicted from the identified open reading frames and applying the cleavage specificity of trypsin. Thus, given sufficient MMA, a polypeptide mass measurement can often be confidently attributed to a single protein within the constraints provided by a single genome sequence and its predicted proteome (i.e., serve as an AMT). The limited MMA achievable with conventional MS technologies generally requires extensive separations (e.g., using 2D PAGE) or the use of MS/MS methods for protein identification. The AMT strategy obviates the routine need for MS/MS, and thus reduces sample requirements. Since the masses of many peptides will generally be obtained in each mass spectrum, requiring equivalent or less time than one MS/MS measurement, the increase in throughput is at the least equal to the average number of polypeptides in each spectrum. In practice, the increase in either throughput or proteome coverage is even greater since the lower abundance peptides are often not analyzed by conventional MS/MS approaches, or require the need for additional time for extended ion accumulation or spectrum averaging to yield spectra of sufficient quality. Thus, the AMT approach provides increased sensitivity, coverage and throughput, and facilitates quantitative studies involving many perturbations or time points.
The practical utility of high MMA in defining AMTs for global proteomic measurements is obviously dependent upon the complexity of the system being studied. As indicated above, if the universe of all possible peptides were to be considered, essentially nothing could be identified by mass spectrometry (as conventionally practiced) with high confidence. When the use of AMTs is confined to a specific (e.g., sequenced microbial) system, in which a much more constrained set of possible peptide masses exist, the situation becomes much more tractable. If the set of proteins sequences could be predicted with confidence, were not modified during or after translation, and were digested by proteolytic enzymes such as trypsin in an ideal fashion to cleave only certain sites and do so with 100% efficiency, the use of AMTs would be relatively straightforward. In the real world, however, the situation is intermediate between these extremes. First, if one has a fully sequenced microbe, the set of open reading frames (ORFs), and the resulting set of possible polypeptide masses from, for example, a tryptic digestion, can be predicted with some reasonable facility. This defines what can be considered the best-case scenario. At the opposite extreme, one can consider the range of possible masses that can result from all possible polypeptide cleavage sites, all possible modifications of these peptides, sequence variants (e.g., all possible single amino acid residue substitutions for each predicted peptide), contaminants. This situation similarly becomes intractable unless constrained in some fashion. Figure 7 compares the uniqueness for polypeptides within the predicted proteome of D. radiodurans as a function of peptide molecular weight and for three different levels of mass measurement accuracy (1, 10, and 100 ppm). The calculations used the 3,187 proteins predicted from the DNA sequence by White et al. (1999) and assumes an ideal tryptic digestion involving protein cleavages only after lysine and arginine amino acid residues (Fig. 7A) , and the case where all possible peptide fragments are considered (i.e., where cleavage at every amino acid residue is possible; Fig. 7B ). The number of peptides having molecular masses of 500-4,000 is 60,068 for case A and 14,671,278 for case B. As shown in Figure 7A , a MMA of 1 ppm provides unique mass tags for a substantial fraction of the peptides generated for the ideal case. Measurements at 10 ppm MMA retain some utility, but a MMA of .100 ppm (a level more typical of conventional mass spectrometers) is of very limited value except for the largest peptides. In case B, where any peptide fragment is allowed, the utility of high MMA is largely negated (even for 1 ppm) due to the large set of possibilities. For a more realistic situation, however, where possible peptide fragments will also be formed from chymotryptic-type enzymatic activity, missed cleavage sites, and various posttranslation modifications, the MMA requirements are intermediate between cases A and B.
Thus, the two scenarios illustrated in Figure 7 span a range that extends from the extremes where the AMT approach would appear as either straightforward (A) to where it would be largely ineffective (B) for levels of performance that are currently achievable using mass spectrometry. The unknown extent of complexity beyond that suggested by Figure 7A needs to be addressed in some fashion. We do so by two additional aspects of our approach: the use of elution time information to increase the specificity of the measurements and the initial use of MS/MS measurements to initially validate the use of accurate mass and elution time data for subsequent studies.
The validation of AMTs from PMTs generated by MS/MS
The above analysis neglects the use of elution time information for the identification of peptides, and includes consideration of many possible peptides that will not ever be observed. The development of a ca-SMITH ET AL. pability for the prediction of peptide separation times would be an extremely valuable adjunct to the mass analysis, but a useful capability for this does not yet exist. Thus, our AMT strategy uses tandem MS/MS for the initial screening for AMTs as well as for the (initially limited at this point) identification of modified or otherwise unexpected peptides (that potentially arise due to sequence errors, frame shifts, ORFs missed by gene calling software). FTICR MS/MS measurements are also used to establish the initial set of highly confident polypeptide lock masses for FTICR spectrum calibration and for identification of peptides where higher resolution, mass accuracy or sensitivity are needed (e.g., the lowest level peptides). The generation of most AMTs by our approach presently uses a two-stage process (Fig. 8) . The proteome sample is digested with trypsin and analyzed by high-efficiency capillary LC-tandem MS using either FTICR (using multiplexed MS/MS, as described below) or a conventional (LCQ ion trap or Q-TOF) mass spectrometer operating in a data-dependent mode. In this mode, a single MS scan is followed by three consecutive MS/MS analyses where three (or more) parent ions from a spectrum are sequentially (or simultaneously in the case of FTICR MS/MS) selected for analysis based upon predefined criteria designed to minimize repeated analysis of the same species. Due to the high MMA of the FTICR MS/MS measurements, identified peptides having distinctive masses are immediately assigned as AMTs, while the ion trap MS/MS measurements yields potential mass tags (PMTs) that are subsequently validated as AMTs if the predicted peptide's accurate mass is observed using FTICR in a corresponding sample and at an equivalent elution time (Fig. 8C) .
Ion trap MS/MS generated PMTs are presently identified using scores produced by the SEQUEST search program based upon the similarity of the spectrum with a set of peaks predicted on the basis of the known most common peptide fragmentation processes. Due to the nature of the analysis, the results will invariably span the range from low scores where identifications are highly doubtful, to high scores where iden-
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FIG. 7. The number of unique peptides as a function of molecular weight for three different levels of mass measurement accuracy for the microorganism D. radiodurans. (A) The case of a whole proteome ideal tryptic digestion. (B)
Where peptides can be formed by cleavage at every amino acid (note the different scales). The real-world level of complexity needs to consider the many issues discussed in the text and thus the use of AMTs in our approach is augmented by the use of elution time data and the initial validation using tandem mass spectrometry.
tifications are quite reliable, with no clear line of demarcation. If one uses only the highest scores for identification, fewer proteins will be identified; uncritical use of lower scores will result in many false identifications. Conventionally, many MS/MS spectra and the program search results need to be manually examined for the less confident identifications to evaluate both spectrum quality and the ranking of peptide scores so as to establish acceptable confidence for identifications. This process generally results in discarding a substantial fraction of the peptides identified with lower scores, and serves to increase the confidence to an extent that is difficult to quantify. In our approach, the use of highly accurate mass measurements provides an additional and high-quality test for tentative peptide identifications that can be applied in the data analysis using software developed at our laboratory. Thus, an additional advantage of the automated validation of AMTs from PMTs is the increased confidence that results.
As mentioned above, promoting PMTs to validated AMTs also exploits the distinctive elution times for peptides. Although run-to-run variations in the gradient capillary LC separations limited the use of elution times to 10-20% in our initial work, better calibration procedures or flow control will likely reduce this to less than a few percent and significantly increase the utility of elution times, and the ability to exploit AMTs having otherwise indistinguishable masses. The use of the same lock masses that correspond to peptide AMTs would serve as LC elution time calibrants, allowing correction for any differences in mobile phase gradient and flow rate that may occur between separations.
In our initial studies with D. radiodurans, a peptide is validated as an AMT if its observed mass, as measured by FTICR, agrees with the theoretical calculated mass of the PMT within 1 ppm MMA. Additionally, the LC elution times in the experiment wherein the PMT was first identified has to agree with that observed in the FTICR experiment (Fig. 8D) . Also, in the initial studies with D. radiodurans, we required SMITH ET AL.
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FIG. 8. Experimental steps involved in establishing an accurate mass tag (AMT). (A)
In the first stage, a proteome sample is analyzed by capillary LC-MS using a conventional ion trap mass spectrometer. (B) Peptides are automatically selected for collisional induced dissociation (CID) and identified by the resulting sequence information as a potential mass tag (PMT). (C) In the second stage, the same proteome sample is analyzed under the same LC-MS conditions using a high-field FTICR mass spectrometer. (D) An AMT is established when a peptide eluting at the same time and corresponding to the calculated mass (within 1 ppm) of the PMT identified in the first stage is observed. This peptide then functions as a biomarker to identify this particular protein in all subsequent experiments analyzing a proteome sample from a specific organism.
that the peptide must be unique within the annotated genomic database (although distinctive elution time data should allow the designation of AMTs having otherwise indistinguishable masses). Only when these three criteria were met was a peptide designated as an AMT, and subsequently used to confidently identify a specific protein in subsequent proteome studies from the same species. Without the need to reestablish the identity of a peptide using time-consuming MS/MS analyses, multiple high-throughput studies to measure changes in relative protein abundances between two (or more) different proteomes can be completed in rapid fashion based solely on the highly accurate mass measurements provided by FTICR. Once a protein has been identified using AMTs, its subsequent identification (and quantitation) in other studies is based on FTICR measurements (and its elution time), which provide much greater sensitivity and throughput than conventional MS instrumentation.
An example of the generation of an AMT for the protein elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu) is shown in Figure 9 . A tryptic digest of D. radiodurans proteins is analyzed by capillary LC-MS/MS using a conventional ion-trap mass spectrometer. In this example, the peptide selected for dissociation was identified as GITIN-TAHVEYQTETR from the protein EF-Tu and is considered a PMT. The theoretical mass of this peptide is then calculated based on its amino acid sequence and its LC elution time recorded. Next, the same or similarly derived digested proteome sample is analyzed by LC-FTICR using the identical LC separation conditions. In the LC-FTICR analysis, the test involves whether a peptide with an observed mass that closely agrees with the calculated theoretical mass of this peptide (e.g., within 1 ppm) and has a corresponding elution time is actually detected. If a peptide of predicted accurate mass and elution time is detected, it is now considered to confidently function as an AMT for EF-Tu. While we have focused our initial efforts towards obtaining highly confident protein identifications of unmodified tryptic fragments, the AMT validation approach can be used to identify any class of peptide or modified peptide, providing that the modified peptide can be characterized by MS/MS.
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FIG. 9.
Identification of an AMT for elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu). In this example, a tryptic peptide from EF-Tu (in bold) was identified by tandem MS using an LCQ ion trap mass spectrometer. The accurate mass of this PMT was calculated based on its sequence (i.e., 1831.9063 Da) and its elution time recorded. In the LC-FTICR analysis of the same sample, a doubly charged peptide was observed at this same elution time, having a mass within 1 ppm (i.e., 1831.9063 Da) of the calculated mass of this peptide. This peptide is then considered an AMT and can be used to identify EF-Tu within the D. radiodurans proteome.
Increased confidence in protein identifications using AMTs
The generation of AMTs for a specific proteome has two key advantages over conventional protein identification practices. Firstly, correlating PMT calculated masses to observed accurate masses using high mass accuracy FTICR provides a much higher level of confidence in those peptides identified. Using the search/identification program SEQUEST and a minimum cross correlation score of 2, a large number of polypeptide PMTs have been identified for D. radiodurans, however, only , 70% were then validated as AMTs. An analysis of the conversion of PMTs to AMTs as a function of SEQUEST quality score is shown in Figure 10 for all peptides identified from ion trap MS/MS measurements. This analysis shows that more than 95% of the PMTs identified with a SEQUEST cross-correlation (X corr ) value of .4.0 are converted into AMTs. A rapid decrease in the conversion of PMTs to AMTs, however, is observed for PMTs identified with an X corr value of ,3.0. This result illustrates the conventional approach's effectiveness for peptide identification for high X corr values, but also reveals a rapid decrease in peptide identification confidence (which we believe is attributed to incorrect peptide identifications) at X corr values of ,3, which account for the majority of peptides identified. The results shown in Figure 10 support the need for validating peptide identifications obtained using programs such as SEQUEST (we have observed similar results with the program MASCOT [Perkins et al., 1999] ) and demonstrate that a significant increase in confidence in peptide identifications is obtained through applying the AMT validation criteria.
The key downstream advantage in generating AMTs is their applicability for high throughput studies designed to compare changes in the relative abundances of proteins between two separate proteome samples (i.e., control versus treated) based solely on the accurate mass measurements provided by FTICR. Once an AMT has been established, it can be used to confidently identify a specific protein in subsequent proteome studies. Without the need to reestablish the identity of a peptide using MS/MS analyses, multiple high throughput studies focused on measuring changes in relative protein abundances between two (or more) different proteomes are facilitated. In such comparative studies, stable isotope labeling methods can be used to provide a means to measure protein relative abundances, a process that also benefits from the resolution and sensitivity of the FTICR measurements.
Increasing proteome coverage using AMTs
Several strategies have been applied in our initial work with D. radiodurans to increase the number of AMTs so as to subsequently routinely allow lower-level proteins to be analyzed by this approach. First, samples were analyzed several times using the same capillary LC-MS/MS strategy, but with different m/z ranges and with the exclusion of parent ions that were previously selected for MS/MS, resulting in the selection of different peptides and generation of many additional PMTs. Beyond variations in instrumental approaches, proteome samples extracted from cells harvested at different growth phases (i.e., mid-log, stationary phase) or cultured under a variety of different conditions (i.e., nutrients, perturbations) were also analyzed. By varying growth conditions and harvesting stages, the potential pool of PMTs increases significantly since the absolute number of proteins collectively present in the different samples is significantly greater than the number expressed by the organism under a single growth condition. Finally, since any additional sample fractionation will increase the overall dynamic range achievable, we also analyzed peptide fractions first separated off-line by ion exchange chromatography, which again resulted in the generation of large numbers of additional PMTs for peptides that would otherwise have too low abundance for conventional MS/MS analyses. It should be noted that any number of alternative sample fractionation and analysis strategies can be preformed to increase the number of PMTs and AMTs generated, and that the extra efforts at this stage are more than off-set by the resulting ability to make subsequent comprehensive proteome measurements with much greater sensitivity and speed. We continued PMT generation efforts for D. radiodurans for over 200 different ion trap MS/MS runs, and until the rate of generation of novel PMTs decreased significantly. Since the analysis procedure can be totally automated, this corresponds to a onetime effort requiring approximately 3 weeks using a single ion trap instrument, and additional experience should significantly reduce the number of runs required for PMT generation.
Thus, while a significant number of samples are analyzed to generate the MS/MS spectra used for generating the set of AMTs for a specific organism, this initial investment of effort obviates the need for rou-SMITH ET AL. tine use of MS/MS in future analyses. The dividends for such an investment are realized in proteome studies designed to quantify changes in the relative abundance of proteins as a function of time or environment. In addition, a significant fractionation of samples prior to LC-MS/MS analysis is necessary to generate a large number of useful spectra using conventional instruments, but these lower-level peptides can then be routinely detected using the FTICR without the need for sample fractionation. Without the need to reidentify the expressed proteins through time-consuming MS/MS analyses and extensive sample fractionation, studies designed to quantify the relative abundances of proteins between two distinct proteome samples can be completed in a high-throughput manner by the exclusive use of the high mass accuracy measurements afforded by FTICR and with low attomole level sensitivity.
Multiplexed-MS/MS for high-throughput polypeptide identificatio n
Due to the complexity of the proteomic samples, multiple peptides generally coelute and often hundreds can be observed in a single FTICR spectrum, even for the highest resolution LC separations. On the other hand, conventional MS/MS analysis is sequential (i.e., can only address one peptide at a time), and the data acquisition rate typically fails to allow selection and fragmentation of all detected peptides in the time available for analysis (i.e., the elution time of a peak). Consequently, the dynamic range is effectively reduced since typically the low abundance ions are not selected for MS/MS analysis even when dynamic exclusion methods are used to prevent repetitive selection of the same peak. To help alleviate the problem, various peak-parking schemes have been developed in which the chromatographic or electrophoretic peak elution time is extended to allow additional MS/MS experiments to be conducted (Davis, 1998; Davis et al., 1995; Goodlett et al., 1993) . For example, Martin et al. (2000) recently described a variable-flow HPLC apparatus for on-line tandem mass spectrometric analysis of tryptic peptides. While such an approach alleviates the problem to some extent, comprehensive MS/MS analysis remains impractical for complex proteome digest samples. The intermittent reduction of LC flow rates not only significantly increases the overall separation time but may also decrease sensitivity for MS detection (particularly for the use of very small i.d.
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FIG. 10. An analysis of the conversion of D. radiodurans PMTs identified from ion trap MS/MS measurements to
AMTs as a function of SEQUEST cross correlation score. A polypeptide is converted to an AMT if it is detected using FTICR with a MMA agreement within 1 ppm and a normalized elution time within 20%, resulting in elimination of approximately one-third of all PMTs, and particularly those with lower cross correlation scores. The AMT validation step is automated and results in a significant improvement in the confidence for protein identifications.
capillaries where the electrospray ionization efficiency is already close to its maximum [Smith et al., 1993] ) and the resolution obtained in the separation, and is less useful for high-efficiency LC separations that are based upon the use of high pressures (Shen et al., 2001a) .
One approach for addressing this issue involves the effective collection of LC effluent fractions for subsequent analysis using MALDI MS, an approach that allows as much time as needed for MS/MS analyses, or the use of approaches that presume to identify the interesting peptides. However, many issues related to the throughput, dynamic range, sensitivity, sample preparation, storage stability, and matrix/bias effects remain to be addressed to reasonably assess the viability of such an approach.
We have developed an approach that utilizes the multiplexing capability derived from the high resolution and MMA of FTICR for the simultaneous MS/MS analysis of multiple peptides (Masselon et al., 2000) during on-line capillary LC separations. A unique attribute of FTICR is the ability to select and simultaneously dissociate multiple precursor peptides. While repeating MS/MS experiments with different subsets of parent ions allows the assignment of all fragments to the corresponding parent species, these methods SMITH ET AL. require a large amount of sample, and are too slow for the use with on-line separations. Our multiplexed-MS/MS strategy simultaneously obtains sequence information for multiple peptides, providing both enhanced sensitivity and a gain in throughput.
As an initial demonstration of the use of the multiplexed-MS/MS approach for protein identification from complex proteome samples, Figure 11A shows a 2D display for the capillary LC-FTICR analysis of tryptic peptides from D. radiodurans whole cell lysate, where the peptide spots are based on their molecular mass and LC elution time. Over 13,000 peptide spots were observed in this single analysis. Figure 11B shows an example of a mass spectrum obtained in a single MS acquisition corresponding to the dotted line in the 2D display, while Figure 11C shows the corresponding (i.e., immediately following) multiplexed MS/MS spectrum with the dissociation products from the four most abundant parent ions selected from spectrum shown in Figure 11B . Table 3 lists fragment ion assignments from this MS/MS spectrum based upon a search of the D. radiodurans protein database. A significant number of sequence-specific fragments were attributed to each selected peptide. The extensive fragmentation allowed the identification of the four selected tryptic peptides, with each identifying a protein D. radiodurans protein. For example, the peptide with M r 5 1,628.85 Da was identified as LLDSGMAGDNVGVLLR from elongation factor TU (DR2050 and DR0309 which happen to be duplicated open reading frames) and the peptide with M r 5 1,696.94 Da was identified as a tryptic fragment from glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (DR1343). We have found that peptides having significant differences in abundances (visualized by variation of the spot size in 2D display and the ion intensity in MS spectrum) could be readily fragmented to yield useful sequence information.
Obviously, the initial stages of proteomic research with any cell or tissue type by this approach will require a larger effort to establish and validate AMTs. These efforts, together with the need to unambiguously identify modified polypeptides or unexpected (e.g., due to frame shifts) polypeptides, can be significantly facilitated by the multiplexed-MS/MS approach. The ability to selectively eject the most abundant species prior to external ion accumulation and the transfer of ions to the ICR cell should allow us to obtain broader proteome coverage by measuring low abundance species that are undetectable using other methodologies. The coupling of DREAMS active dynamic range enhancement methodology with the multiplexed-MS/MS provides a basis for protein identification to be performed with much greater sensitivity and speed.
Identification of Deinococcus radiodurans proteins
The use of AMTs approach has been initially demonstrated for the small, radiation-resistant, prokaryotic organism D. radiodurans. D. radiodurans is a gram-positive, nonmotile, red-pigmented bacterium whose most distinguishing feature is its effectiveness in coping with insults that cause DNA damage (i.e., desiccation, UV, or ionizing radiation; Makarova et al., 2001) . D. radiodurans has a , 3.1-Mbase genome that initial annotation efforts predict to code for 3,187 possible proteins (White et al., 1999 ). An ideal tryptic digest of all proteins would yield 60,068 polypeptides of 500-4,000 Da, of which , 51% would be unique at 1 ppm MMA, affording coverage of .99% of all predicted proteins. In work to be described elsewhere (Lipton et al., manuscript in preparation) , proteins from the organism cultured under a number of different growth conditions typically resulted in the detection of 20,000 to .50,000 peptides by capillary LC-FTICR analysis. (In contrast, while conventional ion trap MS instrumentation generate on the order of 10,000 MS/MS spectra in a single run, a very large fraction of these spectra provide generally no useful peptide identifications.) Using capillary LC with tandem MS measurements (including ion trap tandem MS measurements that generated .9,000 PMTs), a total of 6,997 polypeptides were validated as bona fide AMTs. These AMTs provide confident identification of 1,910 predicted proteins (with an average of .3 AMTs per protein), covering , 61% of the predicted proteome which span every category of predicted protein function from the annotated genome. This level and comprehensiveness of proteome coverage exceeds that achieved for any other organism to date, and allowed (depending upon culture conditions) 15 to 25% of the predicted proteome to be identified from AMTs detected in single FTICR runs. In a typical single FTICR analysis we detect , 1,500 AMTs, corresponding to approximately 600 to 700 unique ORFs, representing , 20% of the D. radiodurans-predicted proteome. Our initial analysis of the detected ORFs indicates that Figure 12 illustrates the high density of data obtained in a single LC-FTICR analysis of a D. radiodurans proteome sample where .22,000 putative peptides were observed. The inset within Figure 12 shows Peptide assignment corresponds to the open reading frame (ORF) reference number listed in the inset box in Figure 12C .
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FIG. 12.
Two-dimensional display of identified AMTs from Deinococcus radiodurans. In this display, all of the peptides observed in an LC-FTICR analysis of the D. radiodurans proteome are displayed based on their molecular weight and elution order (i.e., FTICR spectrum number). The circled spots labeled in the inset show spots that were identified as AMTs. The spots are labeled based on their annotation within the organism's genome sequence (i.e., DR0309; elongation factor Tu) and the tryptic peptide of the protein that was identified (i.e., t25; the 25th tryptic peptide counting from the amino terminus, based on complete digestion). A comprehensive list of the AMTs identified, along with their calculated accurate mass and protein of origin is given in Table 4 .
Assignment
detail for a typical region where peptides identified as AMTs are annotated with the ORFs that encode the parent proteins. Table 4 lists proteins identified in this small segment of the 2D display. While a significant fraction of the species detected were not validated as AMTs due to possible ambiguities, many also do not correspond to the masses of possible peptides predicted from the sequences genome. The large MS/MS and accurate mass data sets from such studies thus contain extensive information that can be subsequently mined for information unpredictable from genomic sequence data, such as posttranslational modifications, sequence variations, and frame shifts, upon the development and application of improved bioinformatic software tools. The large fraction of detected species not validated as AMTs includes those not unique in mass (, 50%), peptides unexpectedly modified, peaks due to contamination, or peptides that are otherwise unexpected or missed by gene-calling algorithms. Indeed, an initial limited analysis of this data has revealed protein modifications, as well as a number of instances of apparent frame shifts during protein expression or potential DNA sequencing errors that we will report elsewhere. The proteins identified from D. radiodurans using our approach include many predicted to be present in low abundance based on their predicted codon adaptation index (CAI; Sharp and Li, 1987) . CAI has been shown to be a crude but useful predictor of protein abundance; proteins with high CAI values tend to be highly expressed, and those with low CAI values tend to be expressed at very low levels. Figure 13 shows the distribution of CAI values for the identified D. radiodurans proteins compared to the distribution for all proteins predicted from the genome of this organism. In general, CAI values for the proteins identified by AMTs group in a Gaussian-like distribution similar to that for all of the predicted proteins, with more than 90% of predicted proteins having CAI values .0.8 being detected. In addition, we detected 18 out of the 54 (i.e., 33%) D. radiodurans-predicted proteins that have a CAI value of ,0.2. (In comparison for yeast, 2D PAGE detects very few proteins in this range [Emmert-Buck et al., 2000] , whereas Washburn et al. [2001] reported 16% using multidimensional LC online with ion trap tandem MS.) These results further support that the AMT approach provides a good representation of the proteins expressed.
In this initial work, we applied methods based solely upon a global tryptic digestion that would be expected to be much less effective for membrane proteins. Remarkably, we find that a significant fraction of the most hydrophobic proteins are still detected. Figure 14 shows that the percentage of proteins detected as a function of the portion of each protein predicted to reside in a membrane decreases by , 50% for the most hydrophobic proteins. Further refinements of sample solubilization and digestion methods, such as those utilized by Washburn et al. (2001) , should further increase membrane protein coverage. 
Quantitative high throughput proteome-wide measurements
Useful proteome measurements often require comparing protein abundances between two cellular populations resulting from, for example, some insult or perturbation. The predominant method for measuring changes in protein expression levels using current proteomic technology is to compare the intensities of the corresponding 2D PAGE spots. Measurements of peptide abundances using MS signal intensities can vary significantly for reasons that include variations in ionization efficiencies and losses during sample preparation and separations, and while useful for large differences in abundances, are unsuited to study more subtle variations. The generation and use of AMTs enables high-throughput and high-precision expression studies based upon stable isotope labeling by directly comparing two proteomes in the same analysis (e.g., utilizing a reference proteome to which perturbed systems are compared). A stable-isotope-labeled reference proteome, for example, provides an effective internal standard for each protein, and hence their tryptic peptides, allowing changes in protein abundances based upon the relative abundances of AMTs to be assessed, potentially to precisions better than 10% (Gygi et al., 1999a (Gygi et al., , 2000b Oda et al., 1999; Pasa-Tolic et al., 1999) . While such measurements require both versions of the protein or peptide to be present, it should be feasible to combine this information with absolute peak intensity data to provide less precise abundances for cases where only one peptide is detected, and to also establish approximate absolute abundances (albeit, with less precision).
A 2D display is shown in Figure 15 where the relative peptide abundances for D. radiodurans-untreated cells are compared with those treated with H 2 O 2 . The colored spots represent the measured relative abundance levels of peptides (green represents a decrease in abundance, black unchanged and red an increase). In this preliminary study, D. radiodurans cells were cultured in both normal and 15 N-enriched growth media to constitute a reference proteome; the inset in Figure 15 shows the mass spectral region for two peptide pairs corresponding to AMTs for catalase and S-layer protein. As previously observed using conventional methods (Carbonneau et al., 1989; Wang, 1995) , significant differences in a large fraction of peptide abundances following H 2 O 2 exposure are observed. Although methodological development is required to develop and define its limitations, this general approach should provide a global view of the response of a proteome to a perturbation, and the ability to conduct many such experiments will significantly contribute to an increased understanding of the functions of the proteins and their interactions. Recent work has also highlighted the promise of applying such methods to selected subproteomes, for example, by isotopic labeling and affinity isolation of phosphopeptides (Goshe et al., 2001; Oda et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2001) .
It should be noted that high-resolution capillary LC-FTICR experiments on complicated samples produced huge data sets (.1.5 GB) for each analysis. Even using the most current desktop PC computers, nearly two days for data processing are required. The development of higher-speed computers, the implementation of multiprocessor, PC clusters, and distributed computing platforms will be a necessary aspect of high-throughput proteome analyses.
DREAMS for the future
The possibilities for application of the new quantitative proteome measurement technology and methods described in this work are effectively unlimited. While major challenges remain to realize the full potential of the technology, particularly for obtaining useful quantitative measurements for low-abundance proteins and for extending the approach to modified proteins, it is clear that many useful applications to microbial systems are already tractable. The combination of sensitivity, dynamic range and throughput should enable new types of studies to be contemplated. In particular studies that would otherwise demand excessive quantities of protein or present too much complexity should now be tractable. As an example, it may be possible to begin the study of modal microbial communities as new approaches provide DNA sequence information for their constituents.
We believe, for example, that the DREAMS FTICR technology is an important component of an approach that provides the basis for a significant gain in the coverage of proteomic measurements. It is clear that such technology development efforts can have a significant impact upon the practice of proteomics, particularly for applications where measurements of the highest quality and broadest scope are beneficial.
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FIG. 14. The percentage of detected D. radiodurans proteins as a function of the portion of each protein predicted to reside in a membrane is shown, indicating there is a bias for detection against the most hydrophobic proteins, which is attributed to the sample processing and digestion conditions used in this initial work.
FIG. 13. Distribution of CAI values for detected D.
radiodurans proteins compared to the distribution for all predicted proteins (Sharp and Li, 1987) . This comparison indicates that, while there is some bias for high CAI proteins, many proteins with low CAI values, and thus predicted to be expressed at only low levels (and not generally detected by 2D PAGE), are observed.
Over the next couple of years the initial application of this new technology to the study of microbial systems should clarify its role.
